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How it all started...
My name is Mady Nutter, and creating this poetry collection was
a product of my senior project. I've been writing poetry since I
could rhyme cat and hat. However, as I've gotten older I have
found that there is so much more to poetry than a few snappy
couplets and a bouncy rhythm that otherwise barely makes
sense.
Through writing, and specifically poetic writing, I found freedom
from thoughts that overwhelmed me as I dealt with different
mental health obstacles throughout high school. Writing my
worries out on a page created an artistic, therapeutic outlet for
me. As I pondered what to do for my senior project, I felt that a
poetry collection would be a really awesome way to spread
awareness, help readers feel less alone, and bring a similar clarity
to writers that I felt in discovering poetry.
The only focus I gave these contributors was a single, broad
topic: mental health. This means that their poems could be
about anything that has had an effect on their mental wellbeing. Often, things such as mental illnesses, societal prejudices,
family and friend relationships, and painful past experiences
largely affect the way we, as humans, feel about ourselves.
It is important to share these feelings because no matter what
the issue is, someone could have gone through the same
situation you've been through. You could feel all alone, or you
could be the first to speak out and lift up others.
Throughout history, especially when women have shared their
experiences, major changes can take place in society,
communities, or individuals. By focusing on the topic of mental
health, I hope as a community, we are able to begin facilitating
the hard conversations, the sad ones, the uncomfortable ones,
and the necessary ones, in order to better our society.

To those who stumble
upon this book...
Read the poems. Hear the stories. Listen to the
messages they're conveying. Each poem has a different
perspective to offer. Each author had a different
approach to expressing their feelings. I ask that you
please open your mind, and give these contributors the
respect they deserve. The young writers listed in the
back of this book bravely submitted their work to me in
hopes of their words making a difference. Facilitate
that opportunity.
The poems here cover a wide range of subjects: eating
disorders, depression, anxiety, abuse, recovery,
perfectionism, racism, social standards, self-image,
suicide, and relationships. Please be aware of this if you
are easily triggered by one of these subjects, and feel
free to contact me at
madelynne.nutter@setoncincinnnati.org with any
content concerns.
Lastly, these poems follow no specific order. The
subjects are jumbled, some poems don't have titles, and
some do not conform to any set rhythm or rhyme
scheme. I ask that you pursue reading this book as you
would ponder a random stream of consciousness at
night as you lay ready to sleep. I gave the girls no set
structure; they were left to the mold of creativity in
their minds... now give yourself that same freedom.
- Mady Nutter

To all of you:
to those confined in the contemplation of terror
to the lives left tarnished by the evils of human error
to the failures that deal with the frustration of fears
to those of us drowning in monsoons of tears
to those who have been tossed aside and left behind
to the ones with emotions so painfully intertwined
to the weak of heart who have found stability
to those who so fervently crave tranquility
to those who have found peace and joy and love
to those who spoke with their pen when push came to shove

to the students of Seton High School: this book is for you, by
you, and because of you.

I think that the times when I have the most in my head and the
most resistance to write because my mind is too much for me,
that's when I most need to write.

Blue Painters’ Tape
The bedroom door was locked
The child clutched the note in hand
And stared at the Halloween bag
And the blue painters’ tape
The child looked in the mirror
One last time
Tears crusted on cheeks
Face as red as ever
Only eleven
And ready to die
Ready to be free
Of her words
Bag around head
The child taped the end
With the blue painters’ tape
Warm air and suffocation
She said, “I’m the only one who can put up with
you.”
She said, “You’re better off dead.”
She said, “You’re a coward.”
She said, “I’m your best friend.”
Her words echoed
The child laid down
It was too slow
It was too frightening
Hyperventilation
Clawing
Cowardice
Maybe she was right
Cool air relieved the child’s lungs
In that moment she had won
Mouth quiet and heart screaming
I held at the blue painters’ tape like a lifeline

Anxiety
Within society
Wired to a life
Grasping each strife
No stopping each night
Only dancing in the light
But when it goes dark
The mad dog will bark
Until you can’t hear
Anything but fear

That Person (in the mirror)
That person there,
She's always staring.
Staring right at you when you look.
Staring at her phone when you look at yours,
Never afraid of being caught.
That person there,
She does whatever you do,
Copying your every move
Without delay
Or hesitance.
That person there,
She says what you say,
Yet you never hear her.
She might scream at you
But her voice is never heard,
Only seen.
That person there.

even flowers can grow from shattered ground

some days are hard, others are not.
but i’ve been so blessed and I feel guilty for every ungrateful thought.
why do i constantly latch onto my hurt and pain?
i've learned it's because i have a toxic brain.
i'm happy for a bit, only to be brought down
by me, the only person around.
in this war, the battlefield is my mind
and the enemy is myself, shooting from behind.
the hardest part is making myself kind
to me, where confidence is hard to find.
but in this battle, there's something i found:
even flowers can grow from shattered ground.

Some days it's harder to love than others
Some days I wish I could just walk away
But at those times I remember how much love I have to give
On those days I know I must love everyone in every possible way.
If distance is what I want, closeness is what I need,
I can't just leave when my friends need me
I wish I could love unconditionally,
I wish my love would be limitless, eternal as the sun,
But some days I just can't enjoy giving love to others,
Some days with them just can't be that fun.
I have to learn that love isn't always fun,
It's not always laughter and smiles,
It's often tedious, confrontational and foiled,
And some days I must trek the extra five hundred miles.
Some days, I just can't feel good toward people,
They're bitter, annoying, or mean,
But on those days, I must be strong, I must go on,
because to many of my friends, I am the only shoulder on which to lean.
Am I a good person? I hope so.
I don't know. Maybe all of this is for nothing.
Maybe I've catered to others' hearts so tirelessly for no reason,
Worked so hard but not achieved one thing.
But that's just me: I keep going. I don't end.
This love within me must be released, not kept in.
I won't change who I am, I let my heart do its own.
And hopefully in my heart, others have found a home.
I wish I could've known
that my love can't be doused
Before I let people enter without knocking into my heart's house.
But they came, and still remain,
and the flame burns on,
Because I let them make themselves at home,
because I know that their hearts will grow more to fit what the world needs

a summer breeze blows abnormally cool air
it brushes against my cheeks cold, strokes my hair
I stand in the middle of the road, on top of the hill
and despite the open sky, the soft air, my anxieties still
cease to go away, but i guess they're distant
and this instant, the moon shining its soft light on me,
the stars shining bright for me,
the lack of noise but for the loudness of cricket song
the dark all around me, the pushing away of all that is wrong right now
Is what I cling to,
my hope that this is what I'll remember of summer
my hope that I'll keep this peace, this calm inside my soul.

power source

the sun has been unplugged.
darkness holds the world in its palms.
a flower's posture curves downward.
shadows exist no longer.
black conceals the power source
so that it appears impossible
to plug it back in.
i should have captured
its radiance in a mason jar
while I could.

No one understands why you yell

No thing

Or why you cry
Or why you stress
But they don't take the time to rip my emotions out of clenched hands
I'm a strong girl
Prying open my mind takes a lot
You've got to be stronger than that
You gave up just as quickly as everyone else
How dare you believe my lies
I'm not okay
I'm not going to bed
I'm not going to shut off my brain til morning
I can say I can but I won't
I don't want to
This is the only time I feel
With my gasps suffocated into a towel
So no one hears the muffled sobs
No one is listening for them
No one expects this from you
They expect better
You need to be better
You have to be better
Or face the sharp blade of disappointment as it lashes at your throat
Swallow the blades they aren't sharper than you
Choke down the disappointment
Suck it up
Go about your day
And keep your mouth shut
Because your biggest fear is that they will listen
So what if they do
You're exposed
Naked
You get help but never receive it
You talk but never feel heard
You reach out only to find more darkness
That's the scariest part
Finding more nothing
Because you can't handle feeling nothing
Being nothing
Amounting to nothing
It's too much
Nothing
What's wrong?
Nothing
That wasn't a lie
I know it's a problem
But it'll stay nothing if I don't make it anything
And that is all I'm looking to do about all of this
Nothing

how do i teach my own mother,
the woman who created my body,
to unapologetically love her own.

Controlling Thoughts
Surrounded by people and still
Feeling
Alone.
Never quite feeling good enough,
Feeling
Worthless.
Longing for simple company,
But
Still feeling
Worthless and alone
Nothing seems to be permanent,
Always pushed
Aside
Consumed by unexplainable,
Unwanted
Worries
Lonesome and worry control me
Wanting to
Break
Free
Beaten by the dark days,
Healed by the warmth.

She got to a place where she felt she had no control.
Invisible strings pulled her away from every goal.
Something pushed her to a place of only distraction.
A place that needed no effort or mental extraction.
It was easy to live a life that was numb.
No feelings, emotions, playing dumb.
It got empty and somber being alone.
And things turned with a forceful tone.
You could change, you could improve if you just try
Because that sense of inability is just a lie.
That wall you call pain that you build,
Is just fear of rejection and imperfection which causes
yield.
I am not broken, just worn.
Only I can fix that sense of purpose that has been
torn.

One Bullet
There is a pain
That is unspoken of
And is like a paralyzing memory that no amount of morphine
Can fix
And it is the death of those who are delusional because
This photographic pain
Is also known as
The one bullet
One Bullet
Killed the man that fathered me
It hit his head
And broke down sheds
To tears
And fears those who survive from it
And she knows
The pain that’s inside
Because when he died
It was a crime that she ran and took with
While I was in the kingdom of innocence
And she is
The mother of all this because
She
Didn’t
Give in
To me
One bullet
Gave the man the right to what was mine
I watch as those calloused fingers
Try to pry my unmoving hands
And my little body told him no
But so what
She is too little to know any better
And she has severed many things
And she is all
And he is unknowing
And as she was unfolding the darkness was scolding
Many bullets
Killed me but brought me back again because
Every girl moves towards the light
Every girl moves towards the light
And will heal the world
With their minds
And they are beautiful
Like flowers
But first
Believe in yourself and your desires are higher than anything
Even that
One bullet.

The thunder shook the house, the walls shaking.
The lightning illuminated the sky, briefly waking.
My faced paled, my heart pounded,
Stopping as each clap sounded.
I reached for your hand, my palms sweating,
You grasped tight, your grip never letting.
Go to the window, see the rain.
Hope it ceases and stops the pain.
Each little drop, the same as my tears.
Reviving and reliving my worst fears.
They creep into my head, and leak into my mind.
They drip into my thoughts, as to remind
Me as my worst self, with no way to float.
Drowning in despair, choking my throat.
You shake me awake, it’s almost dawn.
But behind my eyes, the storm rages on.

When Your Friend Tells You She is Starving Herself
Do not bother reminding her that she is beautiful
She will not believe you.
Do not bother telling her there is nothing she could do to make her perfect
She will not believe you.
Please for the love of God, please do not tell her to just eat
That’s just ignorant.
Do reminder her that side effects of anorexia include:
Infertility,
Kidney stones,
Osteoporosis,
Weakened heart tissue,
Increase risk of suicide
Do tell her that she is slowly killing herself.
Do tell her that her body can live on only lipids for mere hours
Do tell her that her body will go into ketosis.
Tell her that her brain needs food
Tell her that her body cannot supply it without calories
Tell her that her body will begin to eat her muscles.
No more push-ups
No more crunches
No more running
No more walking
Tell her that one day she will be so weak she cannot even stand
Remind her these are only petty muscles
Remind her that her heart is a muscle
No more heart beat
Tell her that it is a painful way to die.

Stars
A long time ago,
We learned of the stars.
How they can predict our future,
Or fix broken hearts.
How they're tied up on strings,
Lighting up the night sky.
How they burn so bright,
Until the day their untied.
But now we're all told,
How those stories were lies?
That the day we slip from earth,
A single star is not untied.
But explain to me this.
How are these lies?
When the day she suddenly slipped away,
A star fell from the sky.

My Father
The days were always different with you
We had a lot of bad days and good days a few
There were continuous days in which I doubted your love
As I was weak and simple minded as others aspired to rise above
Some days you stated that my family could easily be replaced
As years' worth of memories would be gone and erased
There were days when my hard work just wasn't enough
But in the back of my mind I knew your love would always be tough.
At some point I just wanted you to walk away
But for some reason it was my home that you decided to stay
Then the cycle of tortuous love would always start again
Until one person one day decided your life has come to an end
To this day I miss you, I long for you, and I wish to see your smile
It's been over two years and this sadness no longer worthwhile
I needed you in my life and for the most part you were there
Good or bad you were a part of my life like my lungs and fresh air
But I think you knew who I would be and who I would like to become
As you prepared my future to be as bright as the shining sun.
For that I thank you, like I thank my Heavenly God for water
For being my light, my hope, my strength, and my father.

prospects
the sun will come out tomorrow
but today it has forgotten
sleeping under the curve of the earth
it sleeps past its alarm clock
the clouds block our view
like a shroud enveloping the light
so that we may not see
this does not mean
the light does not exist
simply we must cast aside shadows
to reveal the sun
and reveal ourselves
to its warmth
so that tomorrow will come
due to our own decisions
rather than the futile devices of others

Sometimes
You trip
And fall into a hole
And you spiral
And you spiral
And you spiral and you spiral
Downward
Downward
downward
Downward.
And everything
From one movement
One action
One word
Shatters
Shatters
Shatters apart.
The dark, endless hole
It's filled with hatred
And dread
and loathing
and dead things
things that you'd rather not see in the world,
Things you'd rather unsee of yourself and the
world but you hurl yourself straight
straight into the void
and face the fears, screaming,
and the devil toys with
your heart,
your mind,
your soul,
and your body is screaming

Love
What a funny thing
It can make your heart beat a mile a minute, or it can make your heart stop…
With those three words, you knocked me down, you tore me apart, and made
me feel like my world was crashing down
But I, I couldn't stay away
I couldn't say no to you
You were like poison in my veins
You were like nicotine in my system
You made me feel, you made me love, you made me who I am today
You shaped me into someone who I never thought was possible
You shaped, broke, and loved me
You did everything when you said those 3 little words, those 8 little letters...
That, that is when you changed my life.

Now Pass that On
There was an Era that started in 1619
That became a social injustice that was fought for so long
And here we are again repeating the same song
Fighting
Killing
Mutual hate
It was like African-Americans were destined to live the same fate
There was a time
A time when our many greats
Were tricked into being slaves by an enticing cloak of deceitfulness
Picturing freedom at last
In a fast everlasting matter
They splattered
Blood
And pain
And yet they ordained nothing but escapable decedents that have forgotten
That they were the arrows that stopped this
They believed in resistance
Until they were no longer victims of demands
But of hate
And as more years went by violence then was another expression of another depression
Instead of recklessness
Until there came a superior who took on from another leader that violence was not the key
Understood by his culture that took upon this offer
Unfaultered by all because they were one
Until he died and his words became all but a dream
That Era in 1619 is still going
Civil Rights is a battle but you’re fighting all wrong
There is too many cases seeking for justice when in the eyes of others this just is
Or how many ignorant people live in a bubble where
Freedom is a privilege dependent on your skin color
Everyone
If you want to change something
Leave this building with the feeling of Love and Peace
Stop overlapping the years and know that there is only two races
The Kind and the Unkind
And know that all life matters
Now pass that on.

Dead Girl Fixation
My arms feel like jello
And every joint pops
Chest rises to the beat of my heart
And hands like props
Get out of bed
Your feeble legs will hold you
Get through the day
Stop your one-sided view
I make it out to be hard
One foot in front of the other
But it wasn’t that easy in winter
So why would it be in the summer?
I will lay in this bed
Looking for motivation
But how can I get up
When I have a dead girl fixation

Afterwards

Something inside me died that day
Maybe it was the flame,
The passion and excitement,
You lit inside my heart.
The passion and excitement
You so cruelly took away.
Extinguished, gone.
Something inside me died that day.

mask

hide and seek
is a game i play with myself
i am a master at hiding
not so great at finding

Uncover Me
Silence
I have given my soul to silence
Lying I have done so much more than once
Puns and jokes to make my heart feel warm somewhere
Dare to ask me what I think about
I think about life and how much I hate it
But I can’t bring myself to end it
One hazy day rolls to the next
I flex my fingers to hear out the dreams I know when my insomnia drops a level
And I break the barriers to my unconscious state
Love
I have become love’s whore but serve more than I earn
Don’t mourn for me
I do enough myself
Crawling to bed tears washing with the rest
I confess I’m not the same girl I had once been before
Because before I had thought about others
Now I don’t care about myself
Or even give two thoughts about you
Assume I have a problem
And I will beg a differ
You will never know because there is a fire that lies inside where my pride had once been
But after each sin and after each heart breaking walk I traveled
I graveled down and told God in his face: “I lost faith in you.”
And ever since then I felt Empty and Plenty at the same time
Crying but feeling forced
Hurting but wanting more than the sun
Debating on which day I will do my plan
But loving life so much that I
Just stand
Because in life we go through
Trials and errors
But you’ll never know that until the joke is on you
But then again
If this is game than this is my way
Of understanding
If and if there is a reason
I must be left to discover that I have no covers
So, uncover me.

Sometimes it's so hard to deal with life.
Everything feels like it just explodes
then implodes
Then explodes
Then implodes
A rapid torture of overwhelming stress
that in the moment
makes me feel like I'm falling endlessly
while still being paralyzed
in one moment in time
in one place in space
and the whole of it
freezes
yet moves faster than anything
until suddenly
it's over.

Tears roll down my cheek for my last call of help,
All hope is gone, all I can do is yelp.
All these years of hiding behind a face,
All these memories I have tried to erase.
Feelings that have built up over years,
Burst out in front of all my peers.
My smiling face is always there to provide,
But no one understands that I’m crumbling inside.
I wish for all the pain to go away,
But I think about my friends’ pain if I didn’t stay.
I deal with other people’ problems, so I forget mine.
I tell myself and everyone else that I’m fine.
It is hard to say that you aren’t okay,
Especially when people think your life is good everyday.
But one day everything will change,
It will be time for your life to rearrange.
You will break through all the brick walls,
And for the first time you will see out of your eyeballs.
All the pain you have been through,
Will be worth the feeling of your breakthrough.
You will see the world a whole different way,
People won’t know what to say.
All your prayers will finally be heard,
Your feelings won’t, for once, feel blurred.
All of your hope that you have had for years,
Will pay you back with a plethora of smiles and cheers.
Someday your life will feel like it’s worth living,
And your life will have those moments worth reliving.
I guess that is why I stay,
In hope for that one, life changing day.

The New Wave

A new wave of propaganda has emerged
That teaches us to hate and purge.
The difference is how it’s flipped
And how it has changed the script.
The poison that infects our mind
Is now internal and hard to find.
It lies in our destructive thought
Against ourselves and validation sought.
Discrimination against others has now turned
Against ourselves and the self-hate we've learned.
This is the new wave to continue that dividing streak
Of people hating others, and turn the future of love

bleak

Midnight Conclusions
I would sleep if I could but I can't
I can hear the owl hooting outside my window, just as active as my mind
right now
The strokes of my clock are growing louder and the aggression only
makes my anxiety ignite
The lump in the back of my throat makes my nose burn and my eyes
water
Tears billow over my eyelashes, sinking down the crevices of my face
pressed to my pillow
Why can't I take my mind off of the past
I never let it bother me then
And why now
I need to sleep but I simply can't
It's not so simple
Nothing is simple anymore
I can't deal with it any other time than now
Because if I let these tears see the light of day they will know
They will try to help me
Fix me
I've never been fixed before
I have been happily residing in my brokenness for so long that anything
which recognizes it makes me falter
Give me the chance to open up and I will
Give me the chance to fix myself and I'll tell you I already have
Promise?
Promise.
I lied. I hate lying
I'm okay
No I'm not. I hate making people worry about me
I want to worry about you
I want to help you
Because fixing you is monumentally easier than mending myself
I know what to say to you
But what do I say to myself
I've been hurting me for so long that my insides are crumbling
You don't just apologize for that kind of damage
You just
You just don't help you.

Imperfect Perfection
He says I'm his best,
But he doesn't know the rest.
He can't see that I'm different,
How my head's filled with stress?
He can't tell that I'm lonely or tired or scared,
But always promises that he will be there.
But what if he leaves me, all scarred up and bruised,
Leaving my heart with one gaping tear?
He says I'm too perfect for him to just leave,
That I will always be what he needs.
And maybe one day what he says will be true,
That, "I will never stop loving you".

Secrets
I have never been the one to tell my secrets
Some people are like an open book, and some people are closed
books
But me? I am a closed and locked book
No one knows every secret I have ever kept and tried to hid
No one has been able to open me up and read page by page letter by
letter
But somehow, you opened me up
You got me to reveal more about myself that I didn't even remember
because I tried to forget them
You knew me better than anyone else, but then I left
I left because I was scared of giving myself to you completely
So I chose someone, I chose someone else over you because I didn't
want you to know the real me
But I sit here now, wishing I could take it back and choose you
To have you remember everything about me
But people need time and I abused my power of time with you
So, I keep my secrets deep down inside so that no one will know me
the way you came so close to
But now, i’m ready to be an open book again
I’m ready for you to love me and know me, the real me
Secrets

Every girl has the feeling of not being good enough
She wakes up every morning telling the world shes tough
The day she faces, she has no control
But the words she hears takes a toll
She wakes up in the hopes she will make it to her bed
She goes to sleep remembering the words that were said
The only miracle in the young girl’s life
Is the thought that one day she will make a wife.
She will overcome the hurt and sadness
Because she knows her life wont always be a mess
The darkness will end and she will see light
She just has to push through with all her might.

Delicate flame
The bright, burning
flame of a candle. So
easily burnt out with one
foul whoosh.
Left to nothing but
smoke, floating and
wandering, with no
place to go.

Selfish Selflessness
What if this is all made up
I'm not actually feeling what's real
I'm doing it just to feel bad for myself
To have a story to tell
I lie about being okay so why wouldn't I lie about being broken
I hate lying but nowadays it's so hard to know the truth
Nothing feels consistent
One moment I'm floating off of the words of your delicacies and the next I'm
plunging to the lowest depth of the ocean
Unable to breath
Unable to speak
Unable to feel
Don't you dare sob too loudly
"You're the quietest crier I know"
Time to live up to your title
Hold that breath until you know you can control it
Wait five minutes before you leave the bathroom so no one can see how red your
face looks
And no one asks questions
Every time you want to tell them you felt numb it's not the right time
The subject has changed
They're not in the right frame of mind to listen
You're intensely aware that their problems are so much greater than yours
Not because they told you theirs were
But because you know it's easier to suppress yourself than to fail them
Let them down
Not be there when they need you
Their worries take you away from yours
The problem solving this time around isn't anxiety inducing
Because it's not your own
When you're there for people you never expect them to be there for you
I don't want to get what I give
It takes more feeling than I'm capable of
So I love it
I love to help others
Allowing them to be selfish
Inviting them to be
Because you were never given the opportunity to be
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